Appendix E:
Agency Coordination

Explanation of AD-1006
I.

II.

Assumptions Made
•

The "Site" for each alternative was defined as the area, including nonfarmland, directly affected by the alternative.

•

Under Part III.A. Total Acres to be Converted Directly - This acreage equals
the acreage of prime farmland soils within the proposed right of way.

•

Under Part III.B. Total Acres to be Converted Indirectly - This acreage
includes any areas rendered inefficient to farm and any areas left inaccessible
to the farmer.

•

Under Part III.C Total Acres in Site - This equals the total farmland acreage
of the parcels affected by the respective project alternatives.

Assignment of Rankings

The following describes the rationale used in assigning the rankings to each of the criteria
in Part VI of the AD-1006 form. Information used in this procedure was obtained from
field investigations, aerial photographs, farmer interviews, data research and coordination
with the New Castle County Conservation District. In cases where detailed information
was not available, a "worst case" scenario was assumed.

1.
Rating:

Land in non-urban use
> 90%
= 15 points
90 - 20 % = 14-1 point(s)
< 20%
= 0 points

A review of the USGS quadrangle for the project area and a field visit were made to
determine the land use of the project area. Approximately 30 percent of the area within a
1-mile radius of the project area is currently in non-urban use. A rating of 3 was assigned
for this parameter.

2.
Rating:

Perimeter in non-urban use.
> 90%
= 10 points
90 - 20 % = 9-1 point(s)
< 20%
= 0 points

The conditions applicable to this criterion were determined through site visits. As in the
case of question 1, urban use dominates the project area. Two wooded areas were the
only sizeable non-urban use locations present surrounding the project area. As a result,
only 30 percent of the project perimeter was considered to be in non-urban use and a
rating of 2 was for this parameter.
3.
Rating:

Percent of site being farmed
> 90%
= 20 points
90 - 20 % = 19-1 point(s)
< 20%
= 0 points

A field visit and use of historic aerial photography was made in determining this
parameter. Areas that are being farmed were identified on project mapping as part of the
calculation of the project area land uses. Based on this calculation approximately 60
percent of the project site was determined to be have been actively farmed for at least five
of the last ten years. A rating of 11 was assigned for this parameter
4.
Rating:

State or local government protection
site protected
Site not protected

= 20 points
= 0 points

Review of property deeds and local zoning revealed that none of the project site for either
alternative is restricted to agricultural use by easement, conservation program
participation or zoning. As such, a rating of 0 was assigned for this parameter.
5.

Proximity to urban area

This criteria is not applicable to the project, therefore no rating was made.
6.

Proximity to facilities and services

This criteria is not applicable to the project, therefore no rating was made.

7.
Rating:

Size of farm unit compared to average
Average or above average
= 10 points
Below average = 1 point deduction for every 5 percent below the average
farm size down to 0 points if 50% or more below the average.

All of the land that was identified as being farmed has recently been purchased by the
State of Delaware and commercial entity. These owners have taken the farmed land out
of farming status. As such, the land is no longer part of a farm operation and a rating of 0
points was assigned for this parameter.

8.
Rating:

Creation of non-farmable land
> 25%
25 - 5%
< 5%

= 25 points
= 24-1 point(s)
= 0 points

Under this criterion consideration is given to farmland area which would become nonfarmable due to elimination of access or because the size or shape of the area is
impractical to farm. It was determined that 6.9 acres of farmable land would become
non-farmable. However, this land is no longer being farmed and is planned for other land
uses not compatible to farming. As such a 0 rating was assigned for this parameter.
9.
Rating:

Availability of farm support services/markets
All required services available
Some required services available
No required services available

= 5 points
= 4 -1 point(s)
= 0 points

The project area is situated outside of an established farming community and most farm
support services are not located within a reasonable distance. As such a rating of 1 was
assigned for this parameter.
10.
Rating:

Extent of on-farm investments
Substantial amount of on-farm investments = 20 points
Moderate amount of on-farm investments = 19-1 point(s)
No on-farm investments
= 0 points

On-farm investments were considered to be items such as barns, other storage facilities,
irrigation systems, conservation measures, fruit trees and vines, etc. Based on field
investigations, there were no on-site investments present. A 0 rating was assigned for
this parameter.

11.
Rating:

Effects of farmland conversion on support services
Substantial demand reduction = 20 points
Some reduction in demand
= 19-1 point(s)
No reduction in demand
= 0 points

Since the affected farmland has recently been taken out of agricultural use, it no longer
has an affect on local or regional farm support services. As such, the project's conversion
of this land will have no affect on these services and a 0 rating was assigned for this
parameter.
12.
Rating:

Compatibility of project with surrounding agricultural use
Incompatible
Somewhat compatible
Totally compatible

= 20 points
= 19-1 point(s)
= 0 points

There is no other land being farmed within close proximity to the proposed project.
Additionally, land use planning for the project vicinity does not include the preservation
of agricultural lands. As such, the proposed project is compatible with the intended land
use of the project vicinity and a 0 rating was assigned for this parameter.
Total Score = 17

